With your back to the layby turn R along Rd to Stockwell Lane on R. Take path opposite. Cross stile, turn R and follow wall on R to Rd junction @ Wp1.

Go straight on up track. Pass Laburnum Cottage on R. At far edge of wood a group of houses come into view ahead, look for path on L @ Wp2.

Swing L on path. Continue on, passing Scarpe Cottage on R. Ignore all side tracks & paths & aim for radio masts on horizon. Soon path starts to climb up to path junction @ Wp3.

Follow fence on R to gate @ Wp4.

Through gate, fence is now on L. Go gently downhill to stile on L by narrow gulley & wood @ Wp5.

Turn L into nature reserve field. Go steep uphill keeping close to gulley. Meet Rd @ Wp6.

Turn L on Rd & uphill to radio masts @ Wp7.

From the radio mast gate turn ½ R & aim for a small patch of scrub on the horizon with a low fence by it. Pass this on your R, then swing further R through general scrub to meet gate in wall @ Wp8. If you have difficulty finding it. Follow the wall uphill from the wood until you meet the gate.

Follow Wall on R to ruins of Worley Farm @ Wp9.

Go L up track to path on R @ Wp10.

Go R. Keep to fence on L to meet Belas Knap @ Wp11.

Go over wall @ back of Knap then L through gate. Zig zag through field & wood to Rd then go L to “T” junction @ Wp12.

Cross Rd. Keep to fence on L to meet Rd. Cross Rd & 2 fields to stile @ Wp13.

Follow power lines across next field then keep to hedge on R to ruins of Corndean Farm. Go up track & between factory buildings to front of Postlip Mill @ Wp14.

Swing L & skirt factory, then keep to wood on R to meet path on R in front of house @ Wp15.

Turn R. Cross stream to path junction. Go L & follow stream up field to track @ Wp16.

Turn R along track for approx 100 mtrs to Wp17.

Swing L (no path) up very steep hill to summit. Then aim for tall pole with red ball on top & golf club house @ Wp18. Alternative route to Wp18:- continue along track to meet fence then swing L to clubhouse.

Turn L down track to Cleeve Lodge on R. Go R down Rd to Wp START.